We are a Waldorf school in Córdoba (Andalusia), in the South of Spain.
We currently have 15 children in playgroup (1.5 to 3 years), and 18 children in
kindergarten (3 to 6 years). Next September, we will start with primary education (6 to 12 years).
Our growth as a school in recent months has been enormous, and expectations are to continue
growing both, in number of children and teachers.
We have the approvals needed to practice teaching by the Junta de Andalucía, and
American certification NEASC, who visits us once or twice a year to guide the steps of the school.
NEASC recommends having a native speaker for the language we decide to offer, German; that´s
why we are getting in touch with your School Training Programe.
We would be delighted to receive a teacher or trainee for the next September in our
Waldorf School in Córdoba. We can offer accommodation, breakfast and lunch, as well as the
opportunity to immerse him or herself in Waldorf Education in another country, with the
academic, cultural and personal enrichment, that the experience suposses.
We are looking for a dreamer person, capable of creating. A person who wants to be
part of a group of people who love what we do. We think that a better world is posible, but it
begins in oneself. Someone who vibrate on highest human frequency, which is the frequency of
love.
Therefore, if you know someone in your Waldorf School Training Programe, for primary,
interested or may be, we will be grateful for your help if you could disclose and spread the
announcement that we are sharing with you, because every drop counts.

It could be a good experience for a teacher who wants to learn from the daily routine
with kids in a school, and also it will enable tutor guidance and training follow-up. We are at
your complete disposal.

Thank you very much endeed for your attention.

Sincerely,

International School Waldorf Córdoba

